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Neighbour Discovery Protocol (NDP) attacks are a serious security concern for IPv6. Attackers utilize the
Stateless Address Auto-configuration (SLAAC) NDP attack type of targeting the SLAAC process. SLAAC
attacks can compromise an IPv6 link-local network and expose private data. Attack detection mechanisms,
including RA-Guard, Snort IPv6 Plugin, SLAAC detection method by Buenaventura et al., and SLAAC
Security Method by Massamba et al. have been proposed by researchers to address this issue. However,
the detection algorithms have a number of shortcomings, including a complete reliance on preconfigured
router databases. Additionally, fragment packets and packets with Hop-by-Hop Options and Destination
Options extension headers are not detectable by the detection techniques for hidden RA messages. In this
study, a rule-based detection method called SADetection is proposed for use in IPv6 link-local networks to
identify SLAAC attacks. Both an illegal Router Advertisement (RA) message and a concealed RA message
in a packet with an extension header have been found by SADetection. SADetection has demonstrated a
detection accuracy of 98% percent and the capacity to defend an IPv6 link-local network from SLAAC
attacks.

Povzetek: Opisana je nova metoda SADetection za detekcijo SLAAC napadov v IPv6 omrežjih.

1 Introduction

End-to-end security, address depletion and overhead rout-
ing processing are among the issues with Internet Protocol
version 4 (IPv4) that are intended to be fixed by Internet
Protocol version 6 (IPv6) (1; 2). The Internet Engineering
Task Force (IETF) created IPv6 in 1998 to take the place
of IPv4 on the internet. Deering and Hinden (3; 4) define
IPv6 and explain its standard and specification in RFC 8200
- Internet Protocol, Version 6 (IPv6) Specification (5).
All IPv6 nodes should adhere to the Neighbor Discovery

Protocol (NDP) standard, which is outlined in RFC 4861.
Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) in IPv4 is replaced by
NDP’s link-layer address resolution capability, according to
Narten et al. (6).
IPv6’s Stateless Address Auto-Configuration is a key

feature (SLAAC). By employing Router Advertisement
(RA) messages, IPv6 nodes can create and set their own
IPv6 addresses Thomson et al. (7). Although IPv6 ad-
dresses can also be allocated statically or through DHCPv6
services, network managers prefer SLAAC due to its quick
and easy configuration (8; 9; 10).
Many private and public organizations have already de-

ployed SLAAC in their IPv6 network environment. Al-
though SLAAC is protected by existing security measures,
several aspects of its security still need to be enhanced. An
attacker could pose as a router and promote unauthorized

network prefix Nikander et al. (11; 12) in an unprotected
network. Using an unauthorized network prefix to create
and configure IP addresses is a risky practice for IPv6 hosts
(13; 14).
The main continuation of this paper is listed as follows.

(I) This research has proposed a rule-based mechanism to
detect SLAAC attacks during IPv6 address creation in IPv6
link-local network, (II) This research has designed detec-
tion rulesets to detect RA messages concealed in fragment
packets or in packet with extension option header, (III)
This research has proposed IPv6 link-local network testbed
setup for SLAAC attack simulation and detection as well
as benchmark dataset with related features and fields for
future use to enhance research in SLAAC attack.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Sec-

tion 2 reviews related work in details. Section 3 describes
the background of this paper. Section 4 presents the pro-
posed SADetection mechanisms. Section 5 and Section
6 provide security analysis and performance evaluation of
this work, respectively. critical analysis of this paper. Fi-
nally, Section 7 concludes this manuscript.

2 Related work
Many strategies have been put out by previous researchers
to protect IPv6 link-local networks from SLAAC attacks.
Related efforts addressing protection against SLAAC as-
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sault can be split into two categories: attack defense and
attack detection. Table 1 shows the similarity of attack de-
tection and defense mechanisms.

2.1 Attack detection mechanisms
To stop a SLAAC assault by Gont (15), a detection and
prevention mechanism called RA Guard was installed in
layer two network switches. Only RA messages received
from a switch’s permitted ports may be broadcast to other
ports thanks to RA Guard. Unauthorized ports will not re-
ceive RA messages. NDPMon was proposed by Beck et
al. (16) to identify attacks on SLAAC in IPv6 link-local
networks. NDPMon tracks changes in network activity on
each host according to their IP and MAC address to iden-
tify SLAAC attacks. Massamba and Cheikh (17) secure
SLAAC in a domestic IPv6 link-local communication by
managing the router’s decision to relay or discard RA ac-
cording to a trusted table. To protect against SLAAC at-
tacks, Nelle and Scheffler (18) suggested an authentication
system based on Software-Defined Networking (SDN). A
modern technology called SDN is being implemented uti-
lizing the OpenFlow communication protocol. Buenaven-
tura et al. (19) suggested a SLAAC detection system that
completely relies on a legal router database that has been
specified to detect SLAAC attacks. Schutte’s proposed
Snort IPv6 Plugin is a signature-based detection system, as
noted in (20). The Snort IPv6 plugin makes use of the intru-
sion detection system’s plugin functionality. Snort is free
software.

2.2 Attack defence mechanisms
We discuss different security defenses against SLAAC at-
tacks in IPv6 link-local networks in this subsection (21).
By proposing additional choices, namely SecMac tag for

the message of RA/RS that contain a nonce, timestamp, and
a MAC, Arjuman et al. (22) suggested an efficient security
router discovery mechanism. The mechanism also suggests
a novel authentication server-based method of verifying
valid Routers during Router Discovery. The host creates
the SecMac tag and appends it to the RS message. To pro-
tect NDP, Praptodiyono et al. (23) suggested using Trust-
ND. By integrating a lightweight hash function, Trust-ND
improved and optimized the cryptographic address creation
technique.

2.3 Critical review
In this subsection, we provide critical review of State Of
The Art (SOAT) in details and why we need SADetection
mechanism in this paper. The main goal of this research is
to increase the security of SLAAC by proposing a detec-
tion mechanism that can identify SLAAC attacks based on
packet characteristics and behaviours rather than solely on
predefined databases. It should also be independent of spe-
cific hardware and software and able to recognise hidden

RA messages in fragment packets and packets with exten-
sion headers. Because it can meet all of the requirements
listed above and at the same time provides simplicity, scal-
ability, and manageability of IPv6 network, this research
suggests rule-based detection technique (24; 25; 26).
By comparing RA messages with predefined authenti-

cation data or by verifying a switch port’s authorisation to
send RA messages, existing detection systems can identify
SLAAC attacks. Predetermined or preconfigured data and
allowed switch ports are used. The issue is that because the
detection system has already run, reconfiguring and retrain-
ing must be done when a new valid router appears. This is-
sue is resolved by the suggested rule-based detection tech-
nique by dynamically changing authentication data in the
present without reconfiguration or reinitialization (27; 21).
Because it only inspects ICMPv6 type 134 packets, the

current detection mechanism is also unable to identify hid-
den RA messages in fragmentation packets and packets
with extension headers. The proposed rule-based detec-
tion system is improved to scan the first fragmented packet,
which has an extension header for Hop-by-Hop Options
and Destination Options and an Offset field value of zero
(zero). When a concealed RA message is found, the de-
tection method will be improved to intelligently go through
any fragment and extension headers that are included in the
packet and inform the administrator.

3 Background

3.1 Threat model
SLAAC attacks on IPv6 networks are risky and dangerous,
as explained by the threat model. It also explains to the
victims the effects of the SLAAC attack. The threat model
includes the following:

– In various situations, an attacker may be present in an
IPv6 network. A malicious individual who links to
any public wireless system or a disgruntled worker in
a company who already has access to the internal net-
work can both be an adversary.

– Once within the network, the attacker will listen for
RS and RA messages to gather the essential data.

– Attacker will pretend to be a router and transmit a
false RA message with a forge system prefix and false
DNS configuration after gathering information such as
router information and network prefix.

– Due to the fact that default NDP does not need NDP
message verification and validation, normal hosts will
trust and process RA messages from attackers.

– Utilizing fictitious data from the attacker’s RA mes-
sage, the host will establish an IP address or configure
DNS settings.
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Table 1: Summary of attack detection and defence mechanisms.
Mechanisms Limitations
RA-Guard * Only defend the network against malicious Router Advertisements. * There are impending

compatibility difficulties with RA-Guard, and not all Layer 2 devices (switches) support it. *
Evasion and DoS attacks are possible.

NDPMon * Keep track of any specific assaults, whether they are related to routers or neighbors. * Sus-
ceptible to evasion * Not intellectual and lacking in support.

SLAAC Security
Method

* Implementation in the router uses up additional processing resources. * Local RA that does
not transit through the router cannot be filtered; only RA from outside segments can be filtered.

SDN-Based
Authentication
Mechanism

* Network device compatibility issue with OpenFlow. * Destroy SDN’s ability to act as a net-
work controller and not a network security measure.

SLAAC detec-
tion mechanism

* Depend entirely on reliable router databases. * Extremely high rate of false positives. * Uses
neither a dynamic nor intelligent method of detection.

Snort IPv6 Plu-
gin

* If new accurate information becomes available, reconfiguration is necessary. * Resource-
intensive, requiring the verification of every packet and involving numerous attack profiles and
attack signatures * Only the Linux platform supports the installation.

Lightweight Se-
cure Router Dis-
covery

* Change NDP by adding additional message options. * Require a server for authentication. *
The host and router must incur additional processing costs for the generation and verification of
security choices.

Trust-ND * Modified NDP by default. * Additional processing resources are needed for implementation.
* Hash collision attack vulnerable.

Secure Neighbor
Discovery proto-
col (SeND) ADD

* High CPU and memory requirements for the cryptographic and verification processes * Mod-
ifications to current NDP (require new ICMPv6 messages). * Management of trust anchors and
keys at a cost. * DoS attacks are a threat. * Popular operating systems compatibility problem.

– All packets will be sent to the attacker’s workstation
if the victim starts any network communication using
an unlawful IP address and DNS setup.

– An attacker can temporarily disable a reliable router.
All are leaving messages from the segment will be
compulsory to pass through the adversary’s worksta-
tion if the legitimate router is down.

3.2 Design goal
The purpose of this study is to enhance and reinforce the
security defenses for the SLAAC procedure. As a result,
it suggests SADetection as a detection method for SLAAC
attacks (28; 29).
No additional software needs to be installed on the mon-

itored hosts because SADetection serves as a monitoring
server. SADetection, on the other hand, just examines and
examines particular packets. When a RA message is sus-
pected to be suspicious, SADetection will notify the net-
work administrator.

3.3 Design requirements
The three key requirements for SADetection are: imple-
menting rule-based detection mechanisms; preventing the
abuse of packets with extension headers; and ensuring de-
vice independence, cross-platform compatibility, and net-
work compatibility.

– Incorporating rule-based detection mechanism:
SADetection will add a rule-based detection tech-
nique to lessen reliance on a predetermined genuine
information database during the packet verification
procedure.

– Keep Extension Header Packets from Being Ex-
ploited: An exploited packet with a fragment, destina-
tion options, and hop-by-hop options extension header
was used to attack the SLAACprocess on an IPv6 host.

– Network interoperability, cross-platform functional-
ity, and device independence: SADetection will be
created as a web-based program that can be used with
any operating system and doesn’t need specialized
hardware for filtering or monitoring.

3.4 Components of SADetection

The intrusion detection system (IDS) design is the foun-
dation for SADetection’s design. The three elements that
make up the standard design are packet acquisition, packet
normalization, and packet analysis (30).

– Packet Acquisition: The data gathering stage is the
packet acquisition component. Packet acquisition in
SADetection is intended to gather network packets us-
ing third-party open-source packet capture software.
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– Packet Normalization: The packet must be normalised
in order to allow for exact and accurate data processing
and analysis.

– Packet Analysis: Most importantly, packet analysis is
a requirement. There is a detecting algorithm in it.

3.5 Database architecture of SADetection
Data packet storage and retrieval are made easier by the
usage of database tables. Tables are used to hold informa-
tion about data packets, attack signatures, and lawful and
unauthorized packets. In SADetection, seven tables are em-
ployed. The tables are the Packet Table, Signature Table,
Fragment Table, Log Table, Extension Table, Authentica-
tion Table, and RA Table. The Packet Table, RA Table,
Fragment Table, and Extension Table are cleaned as part of
database maintenance. In order to avoid having a high stor-
age consumption rate, validated packets will be removed
from storage after a two-and-a-half (2.5) hour interval. The
NDP RFC stipulates that a router’s lifetime should not ex-
ceed two and a half (2.5) hours; as a result, RAs with life-
times of more than 2.5 hours may be deemed invalid and
destroyed.

4 Proposed SADetection mechanism
A Windows 2016 server running SADetection has Wire-
shark and Npcap installed as packet capture tools, mySQL
installed as a DBMS, PHP installed as an application server,
and IIS turned on as a web server. During packet capture,
the network interface is set to promiscuous mode so that it
can receive all network packets.
It is necessary to preconfigure and tweak Wireshark,

Npcap, MySQL server, PHP application server, and IIS
webserver. Wireshark and Npcap have been configured
to only capture ICMPv6 type 134, fragment packets with
a Fragment Offset value of 0, and packets with extension
headers for Hop-by-Hop Options, Routing, and Destination
Options. In the MySQL database, packet tables, RA ta-
bles, fragment tables, extension tables, Auth tables, log ta-
bles, and signature tables are constructed beforehand. The
database tables that are involved in the implementation.
The victim, attacker, and SADetection server are all lo-

cated on the same network segment. It is attached to a net-
work switch’s mirror port so that it can sniff all network
traffic from every machine that is linked to the switch. A
network diagram of SADetection in a SLAAC assault sce-
nario is shown in Figure 1. The ideal setup to prevent packet
loss and network congestion is to be in the same segment.
Network administrators must set up legitimate router in-

formation and a SLAAC attack signature before SADetec-
tion is activated. When a new attack packet is discovered,
the log table will be filled. When SADetection first starts
up, it starts a background packet capture procedure and
waits for the Packet Table to fill up with data packets. When
Packet Table is full of data packets, SADetection starts the

Figure 1: Testbed network for SADetection implementa-
tion

verification process by repeatedly requesting data packets
from Packet Table.
Following the capture of the targeted packet, the data

packet will initially pass via the Generic Verification (GV)
Handler. For the subsequent verification procedure, the GV
Handler will route the captured packet to the appropriate
module. The RAHandler will handle standard ICMPv6 RA
packets, the Fragment Handler will handle fragment pack-
ets, and the Extension Handler will handle packets con-
tainingHop-by-HopOptions, Routing, andDestinationOp-
tions header extensions.
The IP address, MAC address, and network prefix of the

packet will be examined after RA Handler has been acti-
vated. If a packet’s IP address and network prefix match
a record in the Authentication table, but its MAC address
differs, the Verify MACAddress function will process the
packet. On the other hand, the Verify All function will be
disabled if the packet being examined’s IP address, MAC
address, or network prefix does not match any entry in the
authentication table. Figure 2 shows RA Handler process
flow.

Figure 2: Flow chart of RA handler
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5 Security analysis
An examination of security protection is conducted to clar-
ify how SADetection safeguards the IPv6 link-local net-
work. SADetection shields IPv6 hosts against attackers by
confirming that no illegitimate prefixes are being spread
and utilized by IPv6 hosts when generating IP addresses and
configuring DNS settings. Because only approved routers
are capable of receiving and sending packets, this condition
ensures that no illegal access will occur.
The victims set up a DNS server from the attacker’s RA

message and generated an IP address with the network pre-
fix 2401:abcd:cdef:a771::. Following the deployment of
SADetection in the second scenario, the victim’s IP address
and DNS server are noted and shown in Figure 3 for Linux
CentOS 7 users. Attacker’s IP address andDNS server have
been blocked on the victims’ computers.

Figure 3: Victim’s IP address andDNS server in LinuxCen-
tOS 7

6 Results and discussion
Based on the study objectives listed in Section 3 and the
two criteria of detection capability and network compati-
bility, SADetection will be assessed. The capacity to de-
tect SLAAC attacks launched using IPv6 extension header-
enabled packets as well as IMCPv6 packets is measured as
the detection capability of the rule-based detection mecha-
nism.

6.1 Detection capability
Analysis of the detection findings collected during the im-
plementation phase is done to assess detection capabilities.
The results of the analysis indicate that SADetection has
caught all three SLAAC assault types. Two attack variants

are launched by exploiting packets with fragment extension
headers and packets with Hop-by-Hop Options extension
headers. One attack is initiated using an ICMPv6 packet.
SADetection has proven its capacity to stop the use of

packets with extension headers and to identify SLAAC at-
tacks. By guaranteeing no illegal prefix is propagating
and being utilised by IPv6 hosts while establishing IP ad-
dresses and configuring DNS settings, SADetection can de-
fend IPv6 link-local networks from SLAAC attacks. For
the purpose of removing it from the network, SADetection
finds suspicious or unauthorised routers. Consequently,
only permit reputable and trustworthy routers to remain in
the network.
SADetection’s capacity to detect SLAAC attacks is com-

pared to other SLAAC attack detection systems for compar-
ative analysis. The SLAAC Security Method byMassamba
et al., the SLAAC detection mechanism by Buenaventura et
al., and RAGuard are unable to identify illicit RAmessages
sent using IPv6 packets with extension headers since they
do not filter such packets. Table 3 contains an overview of
the comparison analysis.
According to the comparison, SADetection is more use-

ful because it can identify SLAAC attacks launched both
utilizing IPv6 extension header and ICMPv6 packets. Snort
IPv6 Plugin has the ability to identify SLAAC attacks
launched using IPv6 packets with extension headers, al-
though the verification mechanism has a very high false
positive rate. The Snort IPv6 Plugin mostly relies on prede-
termined data rather than scanning over IPv6 packets with
extension headers.

6.2 Network compatibility
SADetection can be implemented in any IPv6 network that
already exists and doesn’t need any special hardware. Wire-
less or wired networks can both be monitored by SADetec-
tion. SADetection may be installed to monitor multiple net-
works at the gateway level because it just needs a dedicated
mirror switch port to sniff every packet in the network being
monitored. Because SADetection does not interfere with
network traffic or use a lot of network capacity, it may be
incorporated into or implemented on top of already-existing
security tools like firewalls or content filtering.
Windows and Linux servers can both run SADetection.

The majority of the equipment and programs required to
create and maintain SADetection are open source. Because
SADetection was created using a high-level programming
language that is compatible with both Windows and Linux
platforms, deployment problems will not arise.

6.3 Findings
According to the research’s findings, the testbed setup that
was suggested for implementation successfully replicated
SLAAC attacks and SADetection attack detection. In or-
der to research and monitor SLAAC attack, the testbed has
proposed a dummy IPv6 addressing scheme, victim and
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Table 2: Impact of SLAAC attack variants on Windows 10 and Linux CentOS 7.
Attack Variant Impact Windows 10 Impact on Linux CentOS 7
ICMPv6 type 134 attack Victim generates new IPv6 address with

phony RA
Using a bogus RA, the victim generates a
new IPv6 address.

Fragment packets attack Using a bogus RA, and the victim gener-
ates a new IPv6 address.

No impact

Attack utilizing the exten-
sion header for Hop-by-
Hop Options

Using a bogus RA, and the victim gener-
ates a new IPv6 address.

Using a bogus RA, the victim generates a
new IPv6 address.

Table 3: Comparison of detection capability with other detection mechanisms.
Security Mechanism Detect Illegal RA message us-

ing ICMPv6 packet
Detect Illegal RA message
in Packet with Extension
Header

SLAAC Security Method by Massamba et al. Can detect Cannot detect
SLAAC detection mechanism by Buenaventura et
al.

Can detect Cannot detect

Snort IPv6 Plugin Can detect Can detect but very high
false positive rate

RA Guard Can detect Cannot detect
SADetection Can detect Can detect

client machine network configuration and topology, attack-
ing command, and attack scenario.
The testbed may be duplicated to defend against SLAAC

attacks on IPv6 link-local networks by locating attackers
using any detection mechanism and alerting network ad-
ministrators so that attackers can be permanently removed
from networks. Table 2 below shows how the testbed has
determined the effects of each SLAAC attack type on con-
temporary Linux and Windows operating systems. Win-
dows 10 is affected by all three SLAAC attack versions,
however, Linux CentOS 7 is only affected by the attacks
using ICMPv6 type 134 and packets with the Hop-by-Hop
Options extension header.

7 Conclusion

In order to defend IPv6 link-local networks against SLAAC
attacks, this research has suggested a rule-based detection
technique. Research aims and objectives have been met by
the suggested rule-based detection method. To further im-
prove IPv6 security, it may be possible to expand on the
findings of this research in the future. Future work may ex-
pand on SADetection directly or from various security and
technological vantage points. SADetection is not intended
to alter or interfere with any current network setup, network
protocol, or host operating system. Additionally, SADetec-
tion supports network scalability and dependability, allow-
ing for easy changes in the number of monitored hosts. Due
to SADetection’s self-control and independence, if it were
to become compromised, other hosts or network devices
operating inside the same network would not be impacted.
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